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▾ INTRODUCTION

▾ EXAMPLE

Motivation: Tech companies have developed tech support discussion
forums for users to post technical issues and seek for advice and solution.
Our goal: Given a user posted question on forum, can we automatically
generate helpful responses and give real-time tech support?

An example from the Lenovo Tech Forum, A2 refers to a document of Power Manage from Lenovo Support.

▾ CHALLENGES

(1) Questions and responses are long-text.
Questions and responses/solutions on the tech
support forums are often long-text, and have
irrelevant information with the real problem.
(2) Responses are very different from
questions of semantic meanings.
Responses are in different semantic spaces
from the questions and need knowledge from
external sources of the domain (e.g., user
guide, manuals, documents) to generate.
(3) Methods cannot directly be applied to
create long-text and correct semantics.
A thread of discussion starts from a question
post and often follows with a series of
responses (see example). During the process,
the questioner can describe the problem with
additional information (follow-up questions).

▾ POTENTIAL IDEAS

(1) Generating long-text questions and responses: Add question summary and response
summary as bridges to connect the long-text question post and response post.
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▾ DATASET
Questions
Responses
Solutions
Q-Length
A-Length
Vocabulary
Keywords
Titles

LenovoForum AskUbuntu
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